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Objectives: Math 
Method:  T-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: T shows pictures on the screen.  
Step 2: T has Ss say at least 3 sentences about each picture. 
Step 3: T encourages Ss to say more sentences and does error correction if 
necessary. 
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Objectives: Dialog 1: Describing location 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: T: First let’s talk about buildings. Let me give you an example, I work (or 
live) in a tall building; I can see the rooftops of the city.... The building has many 
offices (or rooms), a big garage … etc.  
Step 2: Now please work in pairs. Tell your partner about the building where you 
work or live. 
Step 3: When Ss have finished, T nominates a few Ss to tell the class about his/her 
partner’s building. T: XXX, please tell us about your partner’s building. T gives 
feedback. 
Step 4: T divides Ss into groups of 4 or 5. T: Each group will choose  one of these 
buildings, please describe the building with your classmates. You can take notes, 
but you can’t write down complete sentences.  
Step 5: T monitors. When most of students have finished, T stops  them.  
Step 6: T has a group of Ss go to the front. T: Now please tell us about your 
building. One person one sentence. But don’t say the name and we will try to 
guess. Please try not to read your notes. (T should not disturb Ss by  doing error 
correction. T can jot down critical errors for error correction after the 
presentation) When the group finishes describing, T: What’s the name of the 
building? Try to get the name of the building from other students.  
Step 7: T has a S from the group giving the presentation write the name of the 
building on the board then asks for volunteers from the audience to come up and  
write a full sentence describing the building, based on what they have learned  
from the presentation. T should encourage peer correction if needed. 
Step 8: All groups take turns doing the activity. 
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Objectives: Dialog 2: Describing the functions of a range of locations 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT  
Procedure 
Step 1: T elicits 4 places from Ss. T clicks and asks “What’s this place?” until all of 
places are shown on the screen. 
T: We are going to ask and answer some questions about these places. Let me  
give you an example.  
Example questions:  

1. Where can you see a concert?
2. What do you need to see a concert?
3. What can people do in a bank?
4. Can you play volleyball in a place like this? Why?

Step 2: T has Ss do pair work. T: Now let’s ask and answer more questions 
about different places. (T clicks to show language patterns.)  Please use these 
sentences. T checks instructions by asking: How many questions do you ask? 
(4-5) Do you use complete sentences? (Yes) Can you talk about new places? 
(Yes) Go ahead. 
Step 3: When most Ss have finished, T nominates some Ss to report to the 
class. T: XXX, what did you talk about? 
Step 4: T does error correction if needed. 
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Objectives: Preview school subject 2: Vocabulary development 
Method: T-S 
Materials: Directions vocabulary: compass, rotation, travel, complete 
Procedure 
Step 1:  T divides Ss into 2 groups. 
Step 2:  T explains one of the words. 
Step 3:  The first group to guess the word scores 1 point. Continue with each word. 
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Objectives: Math 1  
Method: T-S 
Materials: PPT  
Procedure 
Step 1: T shows the four equations and has Ss work out the result verbally. 
Step 2: T does drilling and error correction if necessary.  
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Objectives:  School life 2: Describing location 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: T clicks and elicits the name of each picture one by one.  
T: What’s this? (home, school, classroom). Now I’ll tell you how I get to the 
classroom from home. Example phrases: next to, south or north of, to the  
right or left of, from the main door, go to the cafeteria that is next to the gym. 
This classroom is exactly south of the gym, next to … etc. 
Now please work in pairs and tell your partner how you get here from home. 
T clicks to show language patterns.(Go over them with Ss if necessary) 
Step 2: When Ss have finished, T nominates a few of them to  report to the 
class how their partner gets to the classroom from home. 
Step 3: T: Now please work in pairs and tell your partner how you get here 
from home. T clicks to show language patterns.(Go over them with students 
if necessary) 
Step 4: When most students have finished, T nominates a few of them  to 
report to the class how their partner gets to the classroom from home. 
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Objectives:  School life 2: Asking for / giving directions 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: T draws a map of his/her school on the board with main places and the 
location of classroom (or T uses a picture). 
Step 2: T has Ss practice asking for directions and giving directions. T: How do 
you get to the gym from this classroom? Ask for an answer. 
Step 3: T has the S who answered the question ask his/her own question and 
encourages other Ss to answer. T should insist on complete sentences from Ss. 
Step 4: (Image 1 for illustration, will fade). T has the class draw a map of  a 
small building (it can be a bank, supermarket, hospital, etc.) or T can  use 
pictures. Arrange the desks or chairs to represent the different locations in the 
building. 
T: This is the first time you have come to this building. Now you want to go to 
some places in the building, what questions do you ask? T tries to elicit 

“Excuse me, could you tell me …” “Is there a/an …. Where is it” from students. 

Step 5: T clicks to show language patterns to Ss. T elicits  the four compass 
points.  
T: Please work in pairs. Ask your partner how to get to these places. T checks 
instruction by asking: How many questions do you ask? (4) Do you use 
complete sentences? (Yes)  
Step 6: When most Ss have finished, T asks two Ss from different pairs to 
have a conversation in front of the class. T does error correction or  
peer correction if necessary. 
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Objectives: Preview school subject 1: Vocabulary development 
Method: T-S 
Materials: Earth-related vocabulary: kilometer, distance, continent, equator 
Procedure 
Step 1: T selects a word and draws a space on the board for each letter. e.g. if 
the word is ‘wave’, draw four spaces.  
Step 2: Divide Ss into 2 groups, no looking at notes. 
Step 3: Group 1 can guess one letter or word. If right 1 point, if wrong one 
hangman body part. Continue with each word.  
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Objectives: Describing people. 
Method:  S-S 
Materials: None 
Procedure 
Step 1: T demos with a S: How old is your best friend? Can s/he play an 
instrument? Which sport does s/he prefer?  
Step 2: T has Ss ask and answer questions about best friend in pairs. 
Step 3: T nominates Ss from different pairs to do the dialog. Peer correction if 
necessary. 
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Objectives:  Dialog 2: Describing  
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: T gives Ss a dictation. (1)There are many different types of animals. 
(2)Some animals are very large, such as elephants. (3)Large animals need to eat 
a lot of food. (4)Some animal, such as fish, live in the ocean. (5) Some animals, 
such as birds, can fly.
Step 2: T nominates Ss to read sentences out aloud to the class. Error 
correction if necessary.
Step 3: T shows key words and has Ss work in pairs to talk about buildings using 
the key words.
Step 4: T nominates Ss to report their answers to the class. T does correction if 
necessary.
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Objectives: School subject 2: Geography 
Method: T-S 
Materials: PPT and Handouts 
Procedure 
Step 1: T shows a big map of the Earth.  
Step 2: T points to different parts of the planet such as: equator, northern and 
southern hemispheres, Europe, Australia, Asia, North America, South America, 
Africa, and Antarctica. T elicits names of different parts of the world e.g. 
Where  is the…? In which hemisphere is Australia?, In which hemisphere is 
Europe? etc.  
Step 3: T puts students into pairs and tells them to point to different parts of 
the planet, asking and answering questions.  
Step 4: When Ss have finished, T nominates Ss from different pair to come to 
the front to check the results. Peer correction if necessary. 
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Objectives: Preview school subject 3: Time zones 
Method: T-S 
Materials: Time zone vocabulary:  divide, time zone, difference, Tokyo 
Procedure 
Step 1: T draws spaces for one of the words about time zones e.g. five spaces for 
the word ‘Tokyo’.  
Step 2: Divide Ss into 2 groups, no looking at notes. 
Step 3: Group 1 guess one letter or word. If right 1 point, if wrong one hangman 
body part. Continue with each word. 
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Objectives: Describing jobs 
Method:  S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: T asks Ss questions e.g. What does a DJ do?  Where does a DJ work? What time does…..? 
Step 2: T shows the question format and has Ss work in pairs to do the dialog.  
Step 3: T nominates Ss from different pairs to do the dialog for the whole class. 
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Objectives:  School life 3: Locations  
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: T shows three columns on the screen: Job, Verb, Location and 2 examples of each column. 
Step 2: T copies the columns to the board and has Ss call out more example words. You may end up 
with something like this:  

Step 3: T has Ss build sentences using the vocabulary, such as: A mechanic fixes cars in a garage. 
in pairs. T nominates some Ss to share their sentences with the class. 
Step 4: T extends Ss’ sentences like: A mechanic fixes cars in a garage, but he is having dinner at  
home now. (Present simple + present continuous). T gives a demo and then has Ss continue. 
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Objectives: School subject 3: Giving directions 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT  
Procedure 
Step 1: T shows the map and has students explain what they understand about “time zones.” 
Explain the International Date Line. e.g. If it’s daytime in North and South America, is it day or night 
in Asia?  If there’s a six hour difference between Paris and New York, what time is it in New York 
when it is 8 o’clock at night in Paris? Elicits answers from Ss.  
Step 2:  T divides the class into two groups and asks the following questions to see who raises his/
her hand first. Call on that person. The answer must be a complete sentence. If the answer is 
correct,  that team gets a point, if not, the other team gets a chance to answer correctly and get a 
point.  (The answer is in parentheses for T) 

 There is a one hour difference between Chile and Brazil. Brazil is east of Chile. If it is 11:00 in
Santiago, what time is it in Sao Paola? (12:00)

 Tokyo is in Japan. Japan is east of London. There is a 9 hour difference between Japan and
England. If it is 1 o’clock in the afternoon in Tokyo, what time is it in London? (4:00 in the
morning).

 Mexico City and Chicago are both in the Central Time Zone. If it is 8:45 in Chicago, what time
is it in Mexico City? (8:45)

 Hawaii is very close to the International Date Line. Are Hawaii and Auckland, New Zealand on
the same side of the International Date Line? (No)

 Moscow is in Russia. Riyadh is in Saudi Arabia. They are in the same time zone. How is this
possible? (Moscow is directly north of Riyadh.)
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Objectives: Preview dialog 1: Vocabulary development 
Method: T-S 
Materials: Weather-related vocabulary: storm, cloudy, umbrella, shining 
Procedure 
Step 1: T draws spaces for one of the words about weather. 
Step 2: Divide Ss into 2 groups, no looking at notes. 
Step 3: Group 1 can guess one letter or word. If right 1 point, if wrong one hangman body part. 
Continue with each word. 
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Unit 3: Reading Texts 

Reading 1 

In ancient times, people used the sun to tell the 

time. They knew it was the middle of the day 

when the sun was directly overhead.  

Modern clocks were invented in Europe. After 

people invented clocks, most towns showed the 

time on a clock tower. Each town had a different 

time. This is because the sun rises and sets at 

different times in different places. When people 

went from one town to another, they changed 

the time on their watches. When people began 

traveling by train, these different times became 

a big problem. People could not plan their trips 

because each city had its own time. 

Reading 2 

In the 1850s, all the towns in England began to 

set their clocks to the same time. This made life 

easier for English people. When people went 

from one town to another, the time did not 

change. It was the same time everywhere they 

went in England. 

Do you think everywhere in the world should use 

the same time? Actually, every place cannot use 

the same time. When it is daytime in one part of 

the world, it is night in another part. When the 

sun is setting at night in Indonesia, the sun is 

rising to begin a new day in Mexico. It is not 

possible to set all the clocks in the world to the 

same time. 

Reading 3 

In the late 1800s, people around the world 

created time zones to make travel and 

communication easier. Today, the world is 

divided into 24 time zones. In most places, the 

time changes by one hour as you move from one 

time zone to the next. For example, when it is 

9:00 AM in England, it is 10:00 AM in France, 

which is one time zone away.  

People who live in one time zone all set their 

clocks to the same time. World time zones make 

it easier for people around the world to know 

the time in other places. 

Reading 4 

Most countries use one time zone for the entire 

country. Even some large countries, such as 

China, use a single time zone. China is large 

enough to cover five time zones. However, in 

1949, China decided to use a single time zone for 

the entire country. The United States, in 

contrast, has four time zones. There is a 3-hour 

difference between the time in New York City 

and the time in Los Angeles. Because it is so 

large, Russia has nine time zones. 
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Unit 3: Reading for Success Classroom Activities 

Warm Up  

Show the time zone map above. Ask students questions about the time in the different cities. For example: 

 What time is it in London?

 Is it day or night in Rio de Janeiro?

 In what city is it midnight?

 How many hours earlier is it in San Francisco than in Mexico City?

 What is the time difference between Moscow and London?

 If it is noon in Cairo, what time is it in Mexico City?

Have students work in pairs. Instruct them to ask and respond to questions, using the time zone map. You may want to have 

several students ask questions to the class. 

If you have a map of World Times Zones, ask students questions about the times in cities around the world. [You can find 

time zone maps on the Internet.] 
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Main Activity 1 – Dictation 

Note to Teacher: Dictations require students to listen carefully to sentences based on the readings, and then work together 

to reconstruct the text. Speak the dictation sentences in phrasal units to help students become aware of how sentences are 

grouped into logical chunks. 

 

Give the following dictation. Read each sentence at least twice. 

1) The world is divided into 24 time zones.  

2) When you travel from Tokyo to New York, you move across ten time zones.  

3) The time changes by one hour as you go from one time zone to the next.  

4) For example, when it is 9:00 AM in England, it is 10:00 AM in France.  

5) There is a one hour time difference between England and France. 

Have students work in groups to compare the sentences they wrote. Ask groups to agree on correct sentences. Then, for each 

sentence, ask students from two different groups to write the sentence on the board. Have the class compare the two 

versions of the sentence and discuss any differences.  

Ask follow-up questions like: Why do clocks show different times in different places? Why do people in one country need to 

know the time in a different country? What happens if people in one time zone do not set their clocks to the same time? 

Main Activity 2 – Finding Evidence 

Note to Teacher: Skilled readers should be able to find evidence in texts to support their assertions or arguments. In these 

exercises, students read several sentences and decide if they are true or false. Then, they look for information in the text to 

support their answers.  

Give students copies of Readings 1-4. Write or project these sentences on the board.  

1. Ancient people did not use clocks. 

2. Watches were invented in the 20th century. 

3. Within each country, the sun always rises at the same time. 

4. It was difficult to plan train trips when town clock towers had different times. 

5. Before 1850, people set all the clocks in England to the same time.  
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Have students work individually to decide if the sentences are true or false. Instruct them to underline parts of the text that 

support their opinion, and write the number of the sentence next to the underlined words. Have students share their answers 

with partners, pointing out where they found the evidence.  

Unit 3: Writing Extension 

Tell students they will write a message to a friend in another country to arrange a time to Skype or chat on the Internet. 

Model this writing exercise by giving a verbal example, such as with a student in Bangkok who wants to Skype with a friend 

in Istanbul: 

The time difference between Istanbul and Bangkok is 4 hours. It is 4 hours earlier in Bangkok. Can we Skype tomorrow at 2 

o’clock Istanbul time? It will be 9 o’clock in the morning here in Bangkok. 

Students can use a time zone map or the Internet to find the time difference between the two cities. Note that the time 

difference may change at different times of year because of Daylight Savings Time.  
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